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1 Introduction

Sampling is a natural approach for gaining information about a complex structure. For example, given
samples from a high-dimensional convex body, we can estimate the centroid, variance (and any higher
moments), covariance, and many more statistical properties of the convex body. Through more careful
random sampling, we can compute more sophisticated properties such as the volume of a convex body [3].
Similar approaches can be used for integration, rounding, optimization, and learning over a convex body [7].

My proposed projects include a blend of theoretical and applied algorithms for high-dimensional sampling.
The first project is an implementation of the current fastest high-dimensional sampling algorithms in a
parallel high-performance computing environment. The end goal of this project is a software package capable
of sampling from the entire human metabolism–an approximately 300, 000 dimensional polytope. The second
project involves the analysis of the coordinate hit-and-run random walk for generating uniform random
samples from a convex body; experimentally, this walk appears to be very e�cient, and we would like to
prove that it is in fact asymptotically faster than all other currently known methods.

2 Parallel Sampler for Metabolic Networks

A promising application of high-dimensional sampling is the modeling of metabolic networks. The set of
feasible flows through a metabolic network, e.g. the rate for each metabolic reaction in the human body, can
be interpreted as a convex body. Suppose we have a biochemical network on m metabolites and n reactions.
The network is represented by a stoichiometric matrix S 2 Zm⇥n, which encodes each reaction in terms of
its associated input/output metabolites. Then, selecting a vector v 2 Rn such that Sv = 0 corresponds to a
set of reaction rates that enforce mass conservation of each metabolite. In addition, each reaction will have
an associated lower bound (`) and upper bound (u) on its reaction rate. Thus the set of feasible metabolic
flows is the set of solutions v to the following system:

Sv = 0 (1)

`  v  u (2)

A useful method of analyzing the network is to generate random samples from the metabolic network,
then using the distribution of samples to make conclusions and infer properties of the metabolic network.
Analyzing metabolic networks through random sampling has previously been used for identification of genes
and pathways to explain the causes/e↵ects of Alzheimer’s disease [6], classification of healthy vs. diseased
organisms [9], and numerous other applications [10, 11, 13, 1].

There are some existing tools for sampling from metabolic networks, but they are limited to relatively
low-dimensional networks. Thus the current methods cannot scale to the more complex and interesting
high-dimensional cases. If the dimension of the network is very small, say at most 20, than standard Monte
Carlo methods can be adapted to e�ciently generate uniform random samples. To extend the sampling
methods to moderately high dimensions, implementations of aritificial centering hit-and-run, as outlined in
[5], have been developed for sampling from the human mitochondrial network [12], but these approaches
do not scale past a few hundred dimensions. As the human metabolic network has approximately 300, 000
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dimensions, developing sampling algorithms which scale e�ciently with dimension are crucial for analyzing
these more powerful and insightful networks.

We plan to extend our sampling algorithm in [2] to a parallel environment. Currently our algorithm would
take prohibitively long on hundred-thousand dimensional convex bodies, but the algorithms are inherently
parallelizable. Therefore, we want to develop software which exploits this parallel structure to use thousands
or more cores to bring these otherwise impractical problems into the realm of solvability. In collaboration
with Ronan Fleming’s Systems Biochemistry group at the University of Luxembourg, we hope to develop a
set of computational tools that will provide direct benefit and usefulness to researchers in this area.

3 Polynomial Mixing for Coordinate Hit-and-run

Algorithms which use random samples from a convex body generally rely on many such samples, and thus
any e�ciency gains in sampling methods are readily transferred to such algorithms, e.g. volume computation,
optimization, etc. A popular method of generating random samples from a convex body is the hit-and-run
random walk. Hit-and-run has been shown to mix in O⇤(n2R2) steps from a warm start on a convex body
K ✓ Rn, where Bn ✓ K ✓ R · Bn [8]. A variant known as coordinate hit-and-run (Figure 1) operates in
the same spirit as hit-and-run, but moves are restricted along coordinate directions instead of all possible
directions.

CoordinateHitAndRun(x,K)
At point x:

1. Pick i uniformly at random from {1, 2, . . . , n}.

2. Move to a random point along the chord ` = (x+ ↵ei) \K.

Figure 1: Coordinate hit-and-run with uniform target distribution over K

No bound on the mixing time of coordinate hit-and-run is currently known. Intuitively, it seems that
coordinate hit-and-run should mix slower than hit-and-run since restricting to coordinate directions is a
strong hindrance. Perhaps surprisingly, however, it appears in practice to have the same mixing time as hit-
and-run for the purpose of computing the volume of a convex body [4]. Also for the parallel high-dimensional
sampler outlined in Section 2, we plan to implement coordinate hit-and-run. If the two walks do in fact have
the same mixing time, then coordinate hit-and-run will generate samples with a factor of n fewer arithmetic
operations because it only operates on one coordinate at a time.

To analyze the mixing time of coordinate hit-and-run, we plan to attack the following isoperimetric
conjecture, which we have shown implies the mixing time of coordinate hit-and-run. The conjecture seems
believable, and we have additionally shown it to be true in certain special cases.

Conjecture 3.1. For a convex body K such that Bn ✓ K ✓ R ·Bn, let S1, S2, S3 ✓ K be a partition of K.
Suppose that S1 and S2 share no axis-aligned chords. Then,

vol(S3) �
c

R
·min {vol(S1), vol(S2)}

for some absolute constant c > 0.

It can be shown that if the above conjecture is true with some isoperimetric coe�cient  , instead of c/R,
then the mixing time of coordinate hit-and-run is O( �2n2). So the goal is to prove the conjecture with the
largest possible value of  .
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